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Caregiver Direct Plus (CGD)
Companion Guide for SAMS Users
Caregiver Direct Plus is an internet-based solution that provides consumers, family
members, and caregivers, with real time information regarding an elder consumer's
home care services as authorized & coordinated by their Aging Services Access Point
(ASAP), as well as
With consumer consent, individuals can quickly access up-to-date service information,
including:








Default ASAP serving consumer
Care Manager’s name and phone number
Service information, with one year history:
o Service plans & schedules
o Service deliveries
o Service suspensions, with reasons
Service schedule on a calendar view
A list of individuals who are involved in a consumer’s care and their contact
information.
Key Care Manager Activities tracked in SAMS (Home Visit, Quarterly
Assessments)

Caregiver Direct Plus is a useful tool for consumers who seek to be fully informed
about their own care, and for their caregivers near or far who desire a quick and easy
way to find current, accurate information about ASAP managed services and activities
provided to their loved ones.
Why the Plus? The plus indicates that this application is not just for Caregivers.
Consumers themselves, and other trusted individuals who assist consumers can also
greatly benefit by having access. For brevity’s sake, the application will be referred to
as Caregiver Direct or CGD from this point forward.

Purpose of this Companion Guide
This companion guide is designed to show Caregiver Direct integration features
available to Care Managers. The Companion Guide consists of 3 main sections:




Caregiver Direct: User Management – An overview on the process that Care
Managers will follow when adding CGD users from within SAMS.
Caregiver Direct: Reporting – An overview on the CGD reports available
within SAMS.
Support – Guidelines for accessing technical and application support.

Assumption: It is assumed that the reader of this guide is well-versed in the
Harmony SAMS Case Management application.
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Caregiver Direct: User Management
Care Managers can swiftly create and manage CGD User Accounts using a data
entry workflow consistent with other areas of the SAMS consumer record.
Care Managers may or may not see all of the features outlined in this document
based on their SAMS User Role configuration. If you have questions about
features and functionality, please contact your SAMS Administrator.
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The CGD Access Panel
All CGD users that can access a consumer record are found in the CGD Access
panel that is visible in the consumer’s record:

The data in the CGD Access panel utilizes the standard SAMS data grid layout:

Available columns include:













SAMS Consumer: An indication as to whether or not the CGD user is also
an existing SAMS consumer.
First Name: First name of the CGD user.
Last Name: Last name of the CGD user.
Email address: Email address of the CGD User. This Email address is the
ID that the user will utilize to log into CGD.
Active User: An indication if this user is actively using CGD. An “Active”
CGD user is defined as any user who (a) has a valid Email address, (b) has
had CGD credentials sent to them, (c) has received consent (and the
consent start and end date are valid compared to the current date) and (d)
is not tagged as “Revoked”.
CGD Consent Received: An indication as to whether or not this user has
received consent to view the Consumer’s information on CGD. Consent is
typically provided by the consumer, or a representative for that consumer.
Consent Start Date: The date that consent has started.
Consent End Date: The date that consent has ended.
CGD Access Revoked: An indication as to whether or not the CGD user
has had their access revoked. A user with a “revoked” status will not be
able to log into CGD.
CGD Credentials Sent On: An indication of the most recent time that the
credentials had been sent to the CGD user. Availability of this field is driven
by the SAMS User Role.
Locked (too many invalid login attempts): An indication as to whether
or not the CGD user is locked due to too many unsuccessful login attempts.
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NOTE
The total number of unsuccessful attempts that will lock a CGD
account is configured by your CGD administrator.
In addition, the CGD Access data grid has standard action buttons, including:








Add New: Will add a new CGD user that will be able to view the opened
consumer’s record. Availability of this field is driven by the SAMS User Role.
Open: Will open the highlighted record from the CGD Access panel.
Delete: Will delete the highlighted record from the CGD Access panel.
Availability of this field is driven by the SAMS User Role.
Simulate View: Will simulate the view that this user would see if they
logged into CGD. This is useful for troubleshooting purposes. Availability of
this field is driven by the SAMS User Role.
Print Grid: Will print the information from the data grid.
Export Grid: Will export the information from the data grid into .CSV
format.
Format Columns: Will allow the user to customize the sequence and
availability of the columns within the CGD Data Access panel. The Format
Columns settings will be retained from session-to-session for the specific
user.

Granting Access to the Consumer Receiving Care
In many cases the consumer receiving care would like to receive a CGD User ID in
order to view their own data online.
To grant access to the consumer that is receiving care, follow these steps:
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1. Open up the record for the consumer receiving care in SAMS.
2. In the Consumer Details screen, press “Add New” and select “Caregiver
Direct Access”. If there are already other users accessing this consumer’s
record via CGD then you can press “Add New” from within the “Caregiver
Direct Access” panel that is displayed.
3. Once “Add New” is selected, the “Add New Caregiver Direct User” screen will
appear:

4. The SAMS Care Manager can fill out the following fields:
a. Grant CGD Access To: This will default to the name of the
consumer that is opened if they do not already have an account.
b. Email address: This will populate with the Email address of the
consumer that is opened. If they do not have an Email address then
the user can add one here. Upon saving, this Email address will be
copied to the appropriate Email address field in their SAMS consumer
record. This Email address is the ID that the user will utilize to log
into CGD.
c. Active User: This is a read-only field and will automatically be
checked as soon as the new user has received consent and have had
their credentials sent to them.
d. CGD Consent Received: In order to provide access to CGD, a user
must have received consent and this box must be checked. Once
consent is selected, two additional fields will appear:
i. Consent Start Date: The date that the consent begins. Users
will not be able to log into CGD before this date.
ii. Consent End Date: The date that the consent ends. Users will
not be able to log into CGD after this date.
e. CGD Access Revoked?: When selected, this field will revoke and
prevent access to CGD for this user. Do not check this box when
granting access.
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f. CGD Credentials Sent On: This will be blank when adding new
users. This field is a read-only indication of the last time the
credentials were sent to a user. This will update automatically.
Availability of this field is driven by the SAMS User Role.
g. Locked (too many invalid login attempts): This will be blank
when adding new users. This field shows when a record has been
locked for security purposes due to too many incorrect login attempts.
5. Once the appropriate fields have been filled in, press “Send New
Credentials”.
a. At this point the system will look for a matching Email address to
prevent duplicate CGD IDs from being created. Should a different
consumer with a matching Email address be found, the user will see
this warning and should then find and associate the existing SAMS
consumer to the consumer record to avoid duplicates:

b. If the SAMS consumer that is being added already has an existing
CGD account, the user will be alerted and presented with this screen:

This screen shows that the consumer is already accessing CGD and shows
the consumer that they are viewing. Available options are:


Save and Resend Credentials: Will save the user to the consumer’s account
and resend the credentials to the user. This will result in an Email (show
below) sent to the user and the user will need to reset their password upon
the next login.
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Save Only: This will grant access to CGD but will not resend credentials, so
the existing user can continue to use the credentials that they had in the
past.
Cancel: Will cancel the request and not save the user to the consumer
record.

6. Once credentials have been successfully sent, an indication appear on the
screen:

7. In addition, a read-only copy of the Email that will be sent to the user will
appear on the screen. This is useful for troubleshooting as it shows the URL
that will be used, as well as the temporary password (which the user will be
forced to change upon initial login).

8. At this point, the user can then begin using CGD!
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NOTE
Upon initial login, CGD users will be forced to choose a unique
password and also enter security questions that they can use any
time they need to reset their password. Users will not need to go
through a SAMS care manager for any account assistance.

Granting Access to a Consumer’s Care Team
Not only can Care Managers provide access to the consumer themselves, but they
can also provide access to any person on that consumer’s “Care Team”. This could
consist of family members, friends, doctors, neighbors, and more.
SAMS Care Managers can grant access to any of these people using the same
exact process as previously mentioned. When granting access to CGD users other
than the consumer themselves, the Care Manager will have to determine if they
are granting access to a person that already exists in SAMS, or if they are granting
access to a new person.

To grant access to an existing SAMS consumer
1. Open up the record for the consumer receiving care in SAMS.
2. In the Consumer Details screen, press “Add New” and select “CGD Access”.
If there are already other users accessing this consumer’s record via CGD
then you can press “Add New” from within the “CGD Access” panel that is
displayed.
3. Once “Add New” is selected, the “Add New CGD User” screen will appear:
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4. The SAMS Care Manager can fill out the following fields:
a. Grant CGD Access To: If the consumer receiving care already has a
CGD account, the first option will be disabled, as shown above. To
provide an account for an existing SAMS consumer, choose “Existing
SAMS Consumer”.
b. Consumer: Use the Search button to search for a consumer that
already exists in SAMS:

Use the Global Search to do a standard search, or the Advanced
Search tab to ensure you find your correct consumer. If you want to
add a consumer that is already tagged as a Caregiver for the
Consumer receiving care, just click on the “Caregivers” tab to see a
list of all existing caregivers for selection:
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Once you find your consumer, press “OK”.
c. Email address: This will populate with the Email address of the
consumer that was found. If they do not have an Email address then
the user can add one here. Upon saving, this Email address will be
copied to the appropriate Email address field in their SAMS consumer
record. This Email address is the ID that the user will utilize to log
into CGD.
d. Active User: This is a read-only field and will automatically be
checked as soon as the new user has received consent and have had
their credentials sent.
e. CGD Consent Received: In order to provide access to CGD, a user
must have received consent and this box must be checked. Once
consent is selected, two additional fields will appear:
i. Consent Start Date: The date that the consent begins. Users
will not be able to log into CGD before this date.
ii. Consent End Date: The date that the consent ends. Users will
not be able to log into CGD after this date.
f. CGD Access Revoked?: When selected, this field will revoke and
prevent access to CGD for this user. Do not check this box when
granting access.
g. CGD Credentials Sent On: This will be blank when adding new
users. This field is a read-only indication of the last time the
credentials were sent to a user. This will update automatically.
Availability of this field is driven by the SAMS User Role.
h. Locked (too many invalid login attempts): This will be blank
when adding new users. This field shows when a record has been
locked for security purposes due to too many incorrect login attempts.
5. Once the appropriate fields have been filled in, press “Send New
Credentials”.
a. At this point the system will look for a matching Email address to
prevent duplicate CGD IDs from being created. Should a different
consumer with a matching Email address be found, the user will see
this warning and should then find and associate the existing SAMS
consumer to the consumer record to avoid duplicates:
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b. If the SAMS consumer that is being added already has an existing
CGD account, the user will be alerted and presented with this screen:

This screen shows that the consumer is already accessing CGD and shows
the consumer that they are viewing. Available options are:





Save and Resend Credentials: Will save the user to the consumer’s account
and resend the credentials to the user. This will result in an Email (show
below) sent to the user and the user will need to reset their password upon
the next login.
Save Only: This will grant access to CGD but will not resend credentials, so
the existing user can continue to use the credentials that they had in the
past.
Cancel: Will cancel the request and not save the user to the consumer
record.

6. Once credentials have been successfully sent, an indication appear on the
screen:
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7. In addition, a read-only copy of the Email that will be sent to the user will
appear on the screen. This is useful for troubleshooting as it shows the URL
that will be used, as well as the temporary password (which the user will be
forced to change upon initial login).

8. At this point, the user can then begin using CGD!
NOTE
Upon initial login, CGD users will be forced to choose a unique
password and also enter security questions that they can use any
time they need to reset their password. Users will not need to go
through a SAMS care manager for any account assistance.

To grant access to a person that does not exist in SAMS
1. Open up the record for the consumer receiving care in SAMS.
2. In the Consumer Details screen, press “Add New” and select “CGD Access”.
If there are already other users accessing this consumer’s record via CGD
then you can press “Add New” from within the “CGD Access” panel that is
displayed.
3. Once “Add New” is selected, the “Add New CGD User” screen will appear:
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4. The SAMS Care Manager can fill out the following fields:
a. Grant CGD Access To: If the consumer receiving care already has a
CGD account, the first option will be disabled, as shown above. To
provide an account for to a person that doesn’t already exist in SAMS,
choose “Person not in SAMS”.
b. First Name: The first name of the user that is being added.
c. Last Name: The last name of the user that is being added.
d. Email address: This will populate with the Email address of the
consumer that was found. If they do not have an Email address then
the user can add one here. Upon saving, this Email address will be
copied to the appropriate Email address field in their SAMS consumer
record. This Email address is the ID that the user will utilize to log
into CGD.
e. Active User: This is a read-only field and will automatically be
checked as soon as the new user has received consent and have had
their credentials sent.
f. CGD Consent Received: In order to provide access to CGD, a user
must have received consent and this box must be checked. Once
consent is selected, two additional fields will appear:
i. Consent Start Date: The date that the consent begins. Users
will not be able to log into CGD before this date.
ii. Consent End Date: The date that the consent ends. Users will
not be able to log into CGD after this date.
g. CGD Access Revoked?: When selected, this field will revoke and
prevent access to CGD for this user. Do not check this box when
granting access.
h. CGD Credentials Sent On: This will be blank when adding new
users. This field is a read-only indication of the last time the
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credentials were sent to a user. This will update automatically.
Availability of this field is driven by the SAMS User Role.
i. Locked (too many invalid login attempts): This will be blank
when adding new users. This field shows when a record has been
locked for security purposes due to too many incorrect login attempts.
5. Once the appropriate fields have been filled in, press “Send New
Credentials”.
a. At this point the system will look for a matching Email address to
prevent duplicate CGD IDs from being created. Should a matching
Email address be found, the user will see this warning that upon save
the user will then be able to access multiple records via CGD:

The user can choose between 3 options:




Save: This will save the CGD Access user and ensure that the user will then
be able to access all associated consumers.
Save but Remove Consent: This will save the CGD Access user but will not
grant consent to the new consumer. This user will therefore not be able to
access this newly associated consumer in CGD.
Cancel: Will cancel the process.

6. Once credentials have been successfully sent, an indication appear on the
screen:
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7. In addition, a read-only copy of the Email that will be sent to the user will
appear on the screen. This is useful for troubleshooting as it shows the URL
that will be used, as well as the temporary password (which the user will be
forced to change upon initial login).

8. At this point, the user can then begin using CGD!

NOTE
Upon initial login, CGD users will be forced to choose a unique
password and also enter security questions that they can use any
time they need to reset their password. Users will not need to go
through a SAMS care manager for any account assistance.
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Additional User Management Tools
Editing a CGD User
At any point in time you can edit an existing CGD user, assuming your User Roles
allows for such modifications.
To edit an existing record, follow these steps:
1. Open up the record for the consumer receiving care in SAMS.
2. In the CGD Access panel, select the record you would like to open.
3. Choose “Open”.

4. Once open, you can edit the Email address, consent dates, and more. It
should be noted that if you change an Email address, the user will need to
use the new Email address to log into CGD moving forward.

Simulating a View for a Caregiver Direct User
Often times a Care Manager may need to simulate the view of a CGD user. This
will be very useful if the CGD user ever needs assistance or an explanation of the
data that they are seeing in CGD. The Care Manager can utilize the Simulate View
to mimic exactly what the specific CGD user would see when they log in.
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To simulate the view of a CGD user, just follow these steps:
1. Open up the record for the consumer receiving care in SAMS.
2. In the CGD Access panel, select the record for which you would like to
simulate the view.
3. Choose “Simulate View” from the toolbar, or press “Open” and then select
“Simulate View”.
4. The user will see a Read-Only view of what the selected user would see in
CGD. It should be noted that the Care Manager will not see any password
or security question data when simulating the view.

Revoking a Caregiver Direct User
It may be necessary for Care Managers to suddenly prevent a CGD user from
accessing the consumer’s data via CGD. In this case, the “Revoke” feature can be
utilized.
To revoke access to a CGD user, just follow these steps:
1. Open up the record for the consumer receiving care in SAMS.
2. In the CGD Access panel, select the record you would like to open.
3. Choose “Open”.
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4. Check the box next to “CGD Access Revoked.”
5. Enter any notes as to why the record was revoked (if necessary).
6. Note that the Revoke Date will automatically default to the current time.

Resetting a Password for a Caregiver Direct User
CGD users can easily reset their own password using the “Forgot Password”
functionality found on the CGD site. However, in the rare cases that they require
the Care Manager to assist, the care manager can quickly send new credentials.
To reset a password, follow these steps:
1. Open up the record for the consumer receiving care in SAMS.
2. In the CGD Access panel, select the record you would like to open.
3. Choose “Open”.
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4. Select “Send New Credentials”.
5. An indication that the new credentials have been sent successfully will
appear on the screen:

6. In addition, a read-only copy of the Email that will be sent to the user will
appear on the screen. This is useful for troubleshooting as it shows the URL
that will be used, as well as the temporary password (which the user will be
forced to change upon next login).
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7. At this point, the user can then begin using CGD again!

Unlocking a Caregiver Direct User
Access to CGD for any user will automatically be locked if the has tried to login too
many times without success (the exact number of attempts is configured by your
CGD administrator). Once this happens, the Care Manager can unlock when
necessary.
To unlock an account, simply follow these steps:
1. Open up the record for the consumer receiving care in SAMS.
2. In the CGD Access panel, select the record you would like to unlock.
3. Choose “Open”.
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4. Any locked record will have a checked box next to the “Locked (too many
invalid login attempts)” field.
5. Uncheck the “Locked (too many invalid login attempts)” box.
6. Select “Send New Credentials”.
7. An indication that the new credentials have been sent successfully will
appear on the screen:

8. In addition, a read-only copy of the Email that will be sent to the user will
appear on the screen. This is useful for troubleshooting as it shows the URL
that will be used, as well as the temporary password (which the user will be
forced to change upon next login).
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9. At this point, the user can then begin using CGD again!

Care Manager Considerations (“Show on Web”)
When a CGD user logs into CGD, they will see a list of people on their “Care
Team”. This list typically contains all of the people found in the SAMS CGD Access
panel. However, Care Managers can also pick and choose which Care Managers
appear on the web as part of that consumer’s Care Team by using a “Show on
Web” checkbox found on the Care Manager screen. Providing information on the
Care Manager will provide the name and Email address of the care manager so
other members on the Care Team can communicate as necessary.
To mark a Care Manager to show on CGD as part of a consumer’s Care Team, just
follow these steps:
1. Open up the record for the consumer receiving care in SAMS.
2. In the Care Manager panel, select the care manager you would like to show
on the web.
3. Choose “Open”.
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4. Check the box next to “Show on Web”.
5. Press “OK”:

6. This Care Manager will now be visible on the web as part of the consumer’s
overall Care Team.

Caregiver Direct Reporting
There are 2 reports that are available within SAMS that allow users to see the
overall usage of CGD as well as present a listing of Care Teams within the
applications. These reports work just like all other SAMS reports, providing the
ability to save templates for future re-use.
To access the CGD reports – just follow these steps:
1. Open up the SAMS Reports section.
2. Filter your report list to show “Consumer” reports.
3. Look for the following 2 reports:
a. CGD Usage Report
b. CGD User Report
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CGD Usage Report
The CGD Usage Report shows usage statistics, including a complete listing of all
user logins during a specified time period. This report will show each individual
time that a user has logged in and also provide grand totals.
To run the CGD Usage Report, just follow these steps:
1. Open up the SAMS Reports section.
2. Filter your report list to show “Consumer” reports.
3. Double-click on the CGD Usage Report to see the Report Definition screen:

4. Set the appropriate report details.
5. Set the appropriate report settings, including:
a. Group by:
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i. User: Will group the result by the User, showing each time the
user has logged into the application.
ii. Care Recipient: Will group the results by Care Recipient,
showing each of their Care Team’s login history.
iii. Default Agency: Will group the results by the Default Agency
that the consumer is associated with.
iv. No Grouping: The default setting.
b. Show Details:
i. No: Will hide all details and just show grand totals.
ii. Yes: Will show details including:
1. User Name
2. Email
3. Access Date
4. Phone
5. Address
6. Care Recipient
c. Set the CGD User Filters if you would like to filter by login date.
d. Set additional filters as needed, including:
i. Care Providers
ii. Consumer Details
iii. Residential Location
iv. Service Delivery
v. Characteristics
vi. Ethnicity
vii. NAPIS
viii. Personal
ix. Custom Fields

NOTE
All additional filters set in this report are for the consumer. So, if
the report is run based off of people who live in a certain town, it
will show a history of all logins for any care team member
associated to the consumer that lives in that town (regardless of
where the care team members themselves live).
6. Once filters are set, press “Preview” to see the results.
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7. The last page of the report will show the grand total of logins during the
time period specified, as well as the unique number of users that logged in
during the time period.

Caregiver Direct User Report
The CGD User Report shows a listing of all CGD users as well as their most recent
login.
To run the CGD User Report, just follow these steps:
1. Open up the SAMS Reports section.
2. Filter your report list to show “Consumer” reports.
3. Double-click on the CGD User Report to see the Report Definition screen:

4. Set the appropriate report details.
5. Set the appropriate report settings, including:
a. CGD Users to Include:
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i. Active Only: This will only include users that are actively using
CGD.
ii. Inactive Only: This will only include users that are no longer
active.
iii. All: The default setting.
b. Exclude Teams with no Activity:
i. Yes: This will exclude teams where no team member has ever
logged into CGD.
ii. No: The default setting.
c. Print Consumer Details:
i. Yes: Will show details including:
1. User Name
2. Email
3. Last Access Date
4. Phone
5. Address
6. Active Status
ii. No: Will hide the above details and only show grand totals.
d. Set additional filters as needed, including:
i. Care Providers
ii. Consumer Details
iii. Residential Location
iv. Service Delivery
v. Characteristics
vi. Ethnicity
vii. NAPIS
viii. Personal
ix. Custom Fields

NOTE
All additional filters set in this report are for the consumer. So, if
the report is run based off of people who live in a certain town, it
will show the Care Teams for any consumer that lives in that
town (regardless of where the care team members themselves
live).
6. Once filters are set, press “Preview” to see the results.

7. The last page of the report will show the grand total of users, broken down
by Care Recipients (consumers) and Care Team Members.
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CGD Support
As of early 2017, support issues can be emailed to Sims.support@state.ma.us,
where they will be forwarded to the appropriate support staff.
The CGD Support Website maintains updated user guides, troubleshooting tips,
general project announcements, and more: http://caregiver-direct-

plus.800ageinfo.com/

Assisting Consumer & Caregiver Users – Common Issues
ASAPs are the first line of support when consumer or caregiver users encounter issues with using CGD.
Here are some common issues that may arise, and the suggested approach for responding to them.
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Access & Passwords

Cannot Access Website
Forgot Password
Forgot Security Question(s)
response

Are they using the correct web address (URL)?:
https://caregiverdirectplus.harmonyis.net
User should access Forgot Password tool on login page
SAMS user must resend user credentials from SAMS consumer record.
 Open consumer
 From CGD Access panel on details page open appropriate
individual
 Click Send New Credentials
 Save consumer
 Copy displayed email message and save for later reference.

General Questions about Data Displayed
“I should see {expected item}
but it is not shown”

Make sure you are certain which page the user is viewing, and
specifically what they expect to see.
Verify & investigate, starting with using the Simulate View feature
within SAMS:
 Open consumer
 From CGD Access panel on details page open appropriate
individual
 Click Simulate View
Does your view agree with what the user is reporting?
Confirm that the relevant SAMS data is entered correctly
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